
get in gear!

step-by-step
PROJECT IDEAS

From playful gears to bold 
stripes to techno-inspired 

blocks, these kid-friendly papers 
are just the thing for a 
boy-meets-world space.

FREE CREATIVE INSPIRATIONS BY HOBBY LOBBY®



box boy
There’s an art to putting together 
the perfect scrapbook page. So 
this time, skip the album and let 
your wall-worthy handiwork go 

on permanent display! We geared 
up this eye-popping scrapbook 

page with industrial-style papers, 
self-adhesive chipboard letters, and 
cute screw-shaped brads. Then, we 
framed it in a handy shadowbox for 
maximum impact. Tip: Create the 

3-D look shown by applying 
hand-cut paper gears with 

foam adhesive dots.

get the picture?
Turn a plain wooden frame into 

a high-tech keepsake with hardly 
any effort! This bold and colorful, 
tiled design is actually part of our 

vibrant scrapbook paper collection. 
To get the look, paint the frame 
with acrylic paint, and apply the 
printed paper. Finally, add a trio 
of gear-shaped accents cut from 
coordinating paper and top them 

off with screw-shaped brads.
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across the board...We got the memo, and it said, “No more boring bulletin boards!” 
That’s why this zippy, framed message center is anything but boring! It began as an unadorned 
chalkboard available in the Craft Dept. We applied blue acrylic paint and a trio of colorful papers, all 
perfectly coordinated to match our boyish space. Squares of rolled cork and dry erase film (both self-
adhesive also available in the Craft Dept.) complete this oh-so-organized design.

off  the hook!...This colorful coat rack got so much more than just a coat of fresh paint! 
After we applied the vibrant blue paint, we added bold stripes with scrapbook paper—but we couldn’t 
stop there! We personalized our hook-happy piece with bold wooden letters. They were painted with 
red acrylic paint and accented with more paper gears and imaginative screw-shaped brads. And since 
the space along the top of the rack had been purposely made to hold wooden letters, his name will 
look awesome on the top of the finished piece.
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bright ideas
From tiny plug-ins to table-ready, 
custom lighting is quick and easy 

with our kid-friendly papers. 
Re-cover an existing shade in a hip 
new print, or start from scratch with 
a self-adhesive shade or nightlight 
kit available in the Sewing Notions 
Dept.—that’s how we created the 
sleek and simple designs above. 

Little boys don't like fuss, so we kept 
the designs simple with singular 
patterns, zig-zag ribbon for color, 

and screw-shaped brads for a hint of 
boyish charm.

clip it, show it! »
It’s hard to believe this oversized clip 
began as bare wood (available in the
 Craft Dept.). We dressed it up with 

blue acrylic paint and our bold 
techno-style paper. Make one for 
your favorite kiddo, and keep it 

personal with a simple chipboard 
letter—the monogram shown 

features red acrylic paint and more 
screw-shaped brads.
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